COSTA SOLUTIONS LLC is currently searching for qualified applicants to fill multiple, warehouse openings for unloading trucks. Our company provides unloading, sanitation services and general labor for a prominent local business.

Qualified Candidates MUST:

- Be able to work in various environments (cold/hot temperatures), be able to lift 50-95 lbs. on a continuous basis and, own steel toe boots.
- Have at least 1 Years of experience unloading 18 Wheelers and operating PIT equipment (Forklift, Cherry Picker Barrett, Clamp).
- Maintain the stability of the pallet by properly stacking and shrink wrapping the built pallet.
- Push and pull up to 100 lbs. repeatedly.
- Unload product and pallets
- COSTA SOLUTIONS offers weekly pay (every Friday).
- COSTA SOLUTIONS offers flexible schedules....
- 5:00 am to 11:00 am
- 6:00 am to 10:00 am
- 8:00 am to 12:00 pm
  2:30 pm to 6:00 pm
- 5:00 pm to 10:00 pm

- The above referenced schedules are only a few of the opportunities.
- Job Type: Part-time

Pay: $13.00 - $14.00 per hour